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Abstract: Ontology datasets, which encode the expert-defined complex objects mapping the entities,
relations, and structures of a domain ontology, are increasingly being integrated into the performance
of challenging knowledge-based tasks. Yet, it is hard to use ontology datasets within our tasks without
first understanding the ontology which it describes. Using visual representation and interaction
design, interactive visualization tools can help us learn and develop our understanding of unfamiliar
ontologies. After a review of existing tools which visualize ontology datasets, we find that current
design practices struggle to support learning tasks when attempting to build understanding of the
ontological spaces within ontology datasets. During encounters with unfamiliar spaces, our cognitive
processes align with the theoretical framework of cognitive map formation. Furthermore, designing
encounters to promote cognitive map formation can improve our performance during learning tasks.
In this paper, we examine related work on cognitive load, cognitive map formation, and the use of
interactive visualizations during learning tasks. From these findings, we formalize a set of high-level
design criteria for visualizing ontology datasets to promote cognitive map formation during learning
tasks. We then perform a review of existing tools which visualize ontology datasets and assess
their interface design towards their alignment with the cognitive map framework. We then present
PRONTOVISE (PRogressive ONTOlogy VISualization Explorer), an interactive visualization tool
which applies the high-level criteria within its design. We perform a task-based usage scenario
to illustrate the design of PRONTOVISE. We conclude with a discussion of the implications of
PRONTOVISE and its use of the criteria towards the design of interactive visualization tools which
help us develop understanding of the ontological space within ontology datasets.

Keywords: cognitive maps; ontologies; ontology datasets; interactive visualizations; interaction;
design; ontology dataset visualization; interactive visualization tool

1. Introduction

Ontologies are external representations of domain knowledge created by experts
through a collaborative examination process [1]. When creating ontologies, experts de-
fine an explicit and standardized common vocabulary which they use to transcribe their
knowledge into a set of mappings which reflect the entities, relations, and structures of
the domain. Ontology datasets are collections of software files which encode the complex
objects of ontologies for use in digital environments [2]. Ontology datasets are increasingly
being used to help the performance of challenging knowledge-based tasks. For instance,
ontology datasets are being applied towards both system-facing computation tasks like
information extraction on unstructured text and behavior modeling of intellectual agents,
as well as an increasing number of human-facing visualization tasks like decision support
systems within critical care environments [3–5]. Yet for domains of high complexity, such
as biomedical research, environmental sciences, and medical triage, the ontology datasets
can be challenging to understand. This is because their complex objects can combine to
reflect countless ontology entities, relations, and any number of additional domain-specific
concepts [6].
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For ontology datasets to be used effectively, we need to understand them. When we
encounter unfamiliar complex objects, we use our perception, intuition, and reasoning to
form a mental model of their parts, relationships, and behaviors [7]. When encounters
present us complex objects that describe a space, like distance, position, or orientation,
our cognitive processes form a specific type of mental model, the cognitive map. Through
theoretical and experimental work, researchers have explored how our cognitive pro-
cesses organize our knowledge of spaces and our performances of cognitive activities like
sensemaking, navigation, and exploration within spaces. The cognitive map framework
describes formation as a set of stages. We first develop landmark knowledge of a space
through the internalizing of the complex objects which describe location. Next, we develop
route knowledge by building associations of the relationships which connect locations.
Finally, we develop our understanding of the overall structure and layout of the space,
referred to within the framework as survey knowledge [8–10]. We form cognitive maps
during encounters with physical spaces, like when encountering the unfamiliar districts,
streets, and buildings of a new city. Yet cognitive maps can also form for spaces that we
perceive as spatial, yet does not directly exist within the physical dimension, like a website
and its webpages [10,11]. Critically, encounters with ontology datasets and the knowledge
encoded within their complex objects reflect spatial qualities like location, relation, and
structure and thus encapsulate the conditions for cognitive map formation.

Ontology dataset visualizations are increasingly finding use during the performance
of challenging knowledge-based tasks. Yet, up until recently, the design of ontology dataset
visualizations have typically only considered tasks which presume a level of expertise
and experience of the ontology dataset and the ontology it describes, such as ontology
management or clinical treatment interfaces [12,13]. As a result, leading considerations
towards the design of ontology dataset visualization have not targeted the specific problem
space of learning tasks which help us in building understanding of the ontology dataset
itself. Therefore, our motivation for this paper is to consider how the design of interactive
visualizations of ontology datasets can promote conditions for cognitive map formation so
that we can be helped in developing our understanding of the ontological space described
within ontology datasets.

This paper begins with an introduction of the topics of cognitive maps, ontologies,
and interactive visualization tools. We find that a wide range of theoretical and experimen-
tal disciplines have directed their efforts towards understanding the functionality of our
cognitive processes and their effect on the performance of our cognitive activities. Next,
we introduce the theoretical framework of the cognitive map and its application towards
understanding how our brains organized knowledge of complex spaces. Then, we explore
the use, creation, and limitations of ontologies, an expert-defined standardized common vo-
cabulary describing the knowledge of a domain. The introductory content concludes with
an examination of the fields of information visualization and visual analytics, discussing
how designers can create visualization tools using visual representation and interaction
design to support our performance of our tasks and their underlying cognitive activities.

Next, we examine existing work on cognitive load and the use of interactive visual-
izations to support learning tasks. Here, we find that recent studies show that there is no
one specific level of cognitive load that is proper for supporting learning tasks. Instead,
cognitive load is a set of extraneous, intrinsic, and germane loads which must adjust for the
specific conditions of the tool and task context. Through this, we discover that interactive
visualization tools are a valuable resource for learning tasks. Studies have found that
if designed correctly, interactive visualization tools can be an effective environment for
engaging learners. The examination of existing work concludes with an exploration of
insight towards the design of visual representations and interactions to support cognitive
mapping of spatial knowledge, alongside a summary of the cognitive activities performed
within spaces. From these findings, we formalize a set of high-level design criteria for
designing interactive visualization tools to support learning tasks through alignment of the
cognitive map framework and its formation process. We then perform a review of existing
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tools which visualize ontology datasets. This review categorizes each tool based on their
generalized subview combinations, and for each, we supply analysis of their strengths and
weaknesses towards promoting cognitive map formation.

Following this, we present PRONTOVISE (PRogressive ONTOlogy VISualization
Explorer), an interactive visualization tool which applies the criteria in its design to support
us in understanding unfamiliar ontologies. In this, we explain the technological features
of the PRONTOVISE, and describe its workflow and design within the context of our
high-level design criteria. We describe PRONTOVISE, an interactive visualization tool
that represents ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’
design. The presentation continues with a detailed description of the considerations made
when designing the novel ontology dataset visual representations and interactions within
each subview of PRONTOVISE. Through a usage scenario, we describe a set of encounters
with the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) and show how the underlying design of
PRONTOVISE can support the requirements for cognitive map formation. We conclude
with a discussion of the implications of the generalized criteria, and assess the strengths
and limitations of the design of PRONTOVISE.

2. Background

This section supplies background on the concepts and terminology used when build-
ing our design criteria and its use for the design of PRONTOVISE. First, we summarize
the current understanding of the cognitive map framework as shown by theoretical and
experimental work. Second, we describe the value of ontologies and their constitute parts.
Finally, we explore how visual representation and interaction design can be used to create
interactive visualization tools.

2.1. Cognitive Map Formation

A long-standing yet nebulous problem space across a wide range of theoretical and
experimental disciplines is that of understanding the cognitive processes which form our
knowledge of spaces and help us perform our activities within them. These disciplines,
like neuroscience, experimental psychology, and human-information interaction, have
examined how we internalize our encounters with complex spaces and their constituent
parts, and use that knowledge to perform our activities within those spaces [8,10,11]. From
these examinations, understanding has been built towards how our brain states process
our experiences within unfamiliar spaces, and how our memory of those spaces is encoded
internally within our cognitive systems. It has been found that internal representations
mapping spatial relationships do, in fact, form when navigating unfamiliar environments
and that the quality of that formation is directly affected by external conditions [9]. Studies
have also been made on specific parts of our brain, like the hippocampus, to improve
our understanding of our cognitive processes which involve space and time. From these
studies, it has been found that when processing experiences, our brains leverage externally
represented information which describes spatial and temporary knowledge to distill and
organize that knowledge within our internal cognitive systems [14].

Integrating leading experimental evidence, current understanding towards how our
brains organized knowledge of complex spaces aligns with that of the theoretical work
for cognitive map formation and its general coding mechanisms [8]. The cognitive map
formation is a staged process which occurs over repeated encounters with external repre-
sentations of a space. During these encounters, our sensory and cognitive systems process
our experiences into internal representations, which promotes the formation mechanisms
associated with a cognitive map [15]. Under these mechanisms, cognitive map formation
occurs in stages of increased fidelity, depends on the complexity of the space and the level
of granularity which we want to understand it. For a space which is unfamiliar, the forma-
tion of our cognitive map begins by forming our initial understanding of high-level objects
of the space. Our cognitive processes use existing mental models to begin to distinguish
distinct locations of the space, and from them, process locations of importance as landmark
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knowledge. Landmark knowledge is used for activities involving static information of
specific locations and objects with a space, like comparison and sensemaking [16,17]. Once
forming our initial level of landmark knowledge, our cognitive processes begin to form
associations towards the links between locations, contextualizing their pathing and rela-
tionships, which the framework refers to as route knowledge. Route knowledge is used for
transitional activities involving movement between locations and objects of a space like
wayfinding and navigation [11,17]. As landmark and route knowledge grows, we start to
form extended associations which map the locations and objects across their relationships
and paths. These associations form our survey knowledge of the overall structure and
layout of a space. Survey knowledge is involved with generalizing our understanding of a
space, and allows us to perform activities which require a refined level of landmark and
route knowledge, such as orientation, exploration, and comparison of spaces [17,18].

2.2. Ontologies

Ontologies are an expert-defined standardized common vocabulary describing the
knowledge of a domain. Ontologies are increasingly being used to help the performance of
challenging knowledge-based tasks. This is because they provide the flexibility, extensibil-
ity, generality, and expressiveness necessary to bridge the gap between the requirements
for mapping domain knowledge into forms which are generalized for effective computer-
facing and human-facing use [19]. After defining an ontology, experts record the complex
objects of the ontology into data files which supply standardized ontology specifications.
Once generated, these data files can be packaged in a dataset, shared amongst domain
stakeholders, and integrated into computation and human-facing resources to support per-
formances of challenging domain tasks. For instance, they are being used within towards
both system-facing computation tasks like information extraction on unstructured text,
behavior modeling of intellectual agents, as well as an increasing number of human-facing
visualization tasks like decision support systems within critical care environments [3–5].

The common vocabulary of an ontology is composed of a network of complex ob-
jects produced by a systematic review of domain content [1,20]. Experts construct this
network using two types of complex objects: the ontology entity and the ontology relation,
which together yield various ontology structures. Ontology entities reflect the distinct
concepts within the domain, like a phenotype in a medical triage ontology, a processor
in a computer architecture ontology, or a precedent in a legal ontology [21]. Ontology
entities will typically encode information about their role in the vocabulary, definitions,
descriptions, and contexts, as well as metadata that can be used to inform the performance
of future ontology engineering tasks. Ontology relations are the links between ontology
entities which express the quality of interaction between them and towards the domain as
a whole [22]. One of the most common types of ontology relations is that of inheritance. In
this relation, the characteristics of one ontology entity act as a template to define another.
For instance, an ontology entity in an animal ontology standing for the concept of a ‘dog’
may inherit from an ontology entity reflecting the concept of a ‘domesticated animal’.
Typically, ontology relation types are domain-dependent and emerge out of unique inter-
operability between ontology entities. For instance, an animal ontology may also have an
ontology entity reflecting the concept of a ‘human’, which may have the ontology relations
‘domesticates/is domesticated by’ between it and the ‘dog’ ontology entity.

When the size and complexity of a domain rises, so too does the complexity of its
ontology. As a result, ontological datasets can become very large and complex, supporting
countless complex objects describing ontology entities and relations. When interacting
with highly complex spaces like ontologies, the limitations of human cognition can create
a bottleneck in human-facing analytic workflows [23]. Therefore, a leading challenge for
those who look to use ontologies is maintaining an ontology dataset which accurately
describes its domain while still being useful for both computation and human-facing tasks.
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2.3. Interactive Visualization Tools

Our daily lives are permeated by encounters with external representations that connect
to us through our visual perception, auditory, and other sensory systems. Designers encode
their knowledge as information within their external representations, in the hopes that
this knowledge can be transferred to the sensing observer. Information visualization is an
area of research which concentrates on investigating the use of visual representation as
an interface to our cognitive processes, and the mental representation space which they
manage [24]. Through theoretical and experimental work, researchers investigate strategies
for designing visual representations to support of our cognitive processes [7,25].

We use tools to improve our ability to complete challenging tasks, both physical
and cognitive. Rollerblades, hammers, and pencils are examples of tools which augment
the physicality of the human body to perform difficult physical activities (i.e., dexterity,
strength, speed, precision, etc.). Similarly, we can use tools like language, books, and
computational devices to support the performance of activities which are cognitive in
nature. We achieve cognitive augmentation through the activation of distributed cognition,
where through interaction, complex cognition is offloaded from the internal processes of
our mental representation space and into the external representation and computation
space of our tools [26]. By offloading complex cognition to tools designed to support
complex cognitive activities, this distribution of cognitive responsibility allows us to direct
our mental concentration towards other activities which are more aligned with our natural
cognitive abilities [27].

These days, designers take advantage of readily available technologies like high
resolution monitors, standardized operating systems, and internet services to produce
powerful cognitive tools. Research spaces like visual analytics, which concentrate on the
using of visual representation to support analytic reasoning, are using these technologies
to design visualization tools that support the performance of our complex cognitive activi-
ties. For instance, visualization tools have been used for sensemaking activities towards
misinformation within the medical domain, search activities on large document sets, and
decision-making activities using health data [28–30]. Providing the opportunity for interac-
tion with visual representations allows us to become an active participant in our encounters
with encoded information. That is, by integrating interactive components within a visual-
ization tool, designers can formulate a dynamic and evolving dialectic between us and the
encoded information. Interactive visualization tools allow us to perform actions onto the
interface based on our perception of encoded information. Based on an action event, a tool
can ingest that action into its internal logic, move into the computation space, formulate
potential responses, and then adjust its interface in a way in which we can perceive. These
three stages: perception, action, and tool reaction, form an interaction loop, which can be
explored by researchers to establish generalized patterns, frameworks, and methodologies
which better support our needs as we perform complex cognitive activities [31,32].

3. Methods

In this section, we describe the methods used for formulating a set of high-level design
criteria for designing interactive visualizations of ontology datasets which support the
performance of activities which promoting cognitive map formation. We begin with related
work about cognitive load during complex learning and the use of interactive visualizations
to support complex learning. Based on these findings, we outline a set of criteria for
designing interactive visualization tools for complex learning by supporting the stages
of cognitive map formation. We review existing ontology dataset visualization tools and
analyze how they align or mis-align with the conditions that support the cognitive activities
performed during complex learning and their promotion of cognitive map formation for
unfamiliar ontologies.
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3.1. Related Work

Cognitive load theory, a framework for understanding the functional interplay be-
tween working and long-term memory, describes that our working memory can be under-
stood as a cognitive load put onto us that forms out of the complexity of a learning task [33].
Within the framework, cognitive load is explained as a combination of three loads: intrinsic
load as the mental effort associated with task performance, germane load as the mental
effort required for processing an encounter for conversion into long-term memory, and
extraneous load as the task-irrelevant activities resulting from poor encounter design [34].

Recent work has targeted the challenging dynamics of cognitive load and its impact
on learning. A study by Wang et al. explored the impact of cognitive load and affordance
design on the performance of learning tasks using collaborative tools. Within their three-
cohort study, three unique interfaces were prepared and assigned to a cohort to support
the performance of the same learning task. For the three interfaces, one was noninteractive
video-based, one noninteractive text-based, and one providing an interactive interface
integrating various multimedia. It was found that the noninteractive video-based inter-
face cohort expressed significant overloaded working memory and performed poorly in
their post-task scoring assessment. The text-based interface cohort expressed that they
experienced low cognitive loads for working memory and performed adequately in their
assessment scores. Yet, they found that the interactive multimedia group produced the
highest assessment scores of any cohort, even though they expressed a moderate level of
cognitive load [35]. In addition, recent research efforts by Seufert explored the problem
space, targeting the performance of self-regulated learning tasks, and arrived at similar
conclusions [34]. As such, neither high nor low cognitive load is definitively correlated
with the conditions for effective learning. Instead, leading guidance prescribes that proper
cognitive load can vary task to task. Therefore, when creating learning environments,
designers should: Take care to minimize extraneous load which is unrelated to the learning
task, direct intrinsic load towards supporting the specific cognitive activities of the learning
task, and unify affordances to best align the information, learning process, and the learner
towards maximizing germane load for converting working to long-term memory [36]. Yet,
this care is not often observed within the design of interactive visualization tools which
support learning tasks involving ontology datasets. This will be examined in depth within
our review of existing tools.

Interactive visualization tools can be a valuable resource for learning tasks. We gain a
deeper level of understanding when performing learning tasks when we engage mixtures
of deeply textured information formats within a flexible learning environment [35]. When
we learn, we seek to move beyond our prior knowledge and into the unfamiliar through
cognitive engagement [33]. For this, it is critical to consider creative thinking and the
underlying processes of divergent thinking, which is the generation of ideas, and conver-
gent thinking, the evaluation of ideas. A two-cohort study was performed by Sun et al.
which asked each cohort to perform the same learning task involving divergent thinking.
Specifically, one cohort was provided an online system without any assistive support, yet
the other was provided an interactive visualization tool to support cognitive mapping
during task performance. The results from the study directly exhibited that members
of the cognitive mapping resource cohort had an improved task performance over their
corresponding non-resource cohort members. It was concluded that members of the cohort
were able to manage their working memory through a moderation of cognitive load during
cognitive mapping [37]. As such, tasks which involve creative thinking can be improved
through the use of interactive visualization tools. This can be achieved by aligning with the
requirements for cognitive mapping and its underlying cognitive activities like association,
decomposition, combination, and adjustment during divergent thinking, and selection
and evaluation for convergent thinking. This is especially important in self-regulated
learning environments with interactive visualization tools, where we must guide our own
learning tasks through the setting of goals, the planning of our learning process, enacting
our process by using our resources to interact with new information, and evaluating our
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learning achievements [34]. We, however, find that the requirements for supporting cog-
nitive mapping are not accounted for within the design of interactive visualization tools
which support learning tasks involving ontology datasets. This will be examined in depth
within our review of existing tools.

Visualization can improve our capacity to encounter new information, yet poorly
designed visual representation and interaction can also harm learning and the performance
of its necessary cognitive activities [38]. This is still true for interactive visualizations of
ontology datasets and their ontological spaces. Studies have shown that the inclusion of
supplementation information describing a space in visual representations not only affects
how our cognitive processes handle new information, such as with memorization and
decision-making, but also provides meaningful improvements towards the performance
of cognitive activities during cognitive mapping within learning tasks [37,39]. It is impor-
tant that designers account for the way novel information is processed by learners when
designing their visualizations, and be cognizant towards how specific design strategies
can facilitate conditions for effective learning [36]. We summarize, in Table 1, the cognitive
activities performed within spaces, expounding their relationship to divergent and conver-
gent thinking, and the types of spatial knowledge required for their performance within
the framework of cognitive map formation.

Table 1. Summary of the cognitive activities performed within spaces. Included is the name and description, the underlying
processes of creative thinking which relate to the cognitive activity, and the types of spatial knowledge which must be
developed within a cognitive map of a space before the activity can be performed within that space.

Name Description Related Thinking Processes Required Spatial Knowledge

Sensemaking
Reasoning and the mental manipulation of
representations to develop, build upon, and

refine mental models [7].
Convergent None

Navigation
Observing, orientating, and decision-making

for directed movement towards a known
objective [4,11,31].

Convergent Landmark, Route

Exploration
Observing, orientating, and decision-making

for undirected movement without an
objective [4,38].

Divergent, Convergent None

Search
Observing, orientating, and decision-making
for directed movement towards an unknown

objective [31].
Divergent, Convergent Landmark, Route, Survey

Wayfinding
Constructing and memorizing movement

sequences for future objective-oriented
activities [16,39,40].

Divergent, Convergent Landmark, Route, Survey

The visualization of ontology datasets is an active problem with an expansive set of
research themes. New publications are consistently taking the creation, activation, and
visualization of ontology datasets into novel and varied directions. Specifically, a literature
review performed by Pesquita et al. highlights the range of discussion towards semantic
web research. They describe the two leading challenges for supporting semantic web tasks.
The first is the challenging of support users of varying levels of expertise. The second is
the challenging of generalizing findings across different task contexts, such as different
types of information within datasets and what the task wants to do with that information.
Additionally, they note that there is a shortfall of research directed towards understanding
the performance of open-ended tasks using semantic web visualizations, when considering
the users, information, and task context [40].

3.2. Task Analysis

We find five high-level criteria for designing interactive visualization tools of ontology
datasets that promote the stages of cognitive map formation for learning tasks. They are
provided in Table 2.
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Table 2. The high-level criteria for designing interactive visualization tools of ontology datasets which promote the stages
of cognitive map formation for learning tasks.

Criteria Description

Provide generalized support for
ontology datasets

Designs should provide a generalized environment which facilitate the loading of
ontology datasets of any size under the guidance of existing ontology file
specifications. This is so that we may build our understanding of ontology
datasets which are relevant to our challenging knowledge-based tasks.

Tune cognitive load to specific needs

Designs should provide a cognitive load which is aligned with the conditions for
an effective learning environment for ontology datasets. Specifically, extraneous
load which is unrelated to the learning task should be minimized, intrinsic load
should be tuned to support the specific cognitive activities of the learning task,
and germane load should provide affordances which unify the needs of the learner,
space, and chosen process for learning.

Afford the spatial knowledge within
ontological space

Designs should supply encounters which afford to us an authentic internal
encoding of the entities, relations, and structures of the ontology dataset to support
our development of spatial knowledge for the formation of our cognitive maps.

Facilitate the performance of the cognitive
activities necessary to learn a space

Designs should provide encounters which allow us to perform the cognitive
activities necessary to build understanding of a space. This is because not
supporting any one of sensemaking, navigation, exploration, wayfinding, and
search would lessen our ability to leverage our various cognitive processes and
hamper the stages of cognitive map formation.

Support self-regulated learning

Designs should provide encounters which allow us to guide our own learning
tasks: through setting goals, planning our learning process, enacting our process
by using our resources to interact with new information, and evaluating our
learning achievements.

3.3. Existing Tool Review

We consider prior survey work by Katifori et al., since updated by Dudáš et al.,
which provides a high-level collection of design strategies for visualizing ontologies and
assist in the record keeping of active tools [41,42]. Additionally, we consider recent work
by Po et al. which provides a thorough investigation of linked data visualization with
dedicated portions directed towards ontology visualization tools [43]. These resources aid
in our determination towards our coverage of existing tools within in our examination,
based on three conditions: The tool is currently accessible, is still in a working state, and
both loads and represents ontologies of any size. We require the tool to be accessible, as they
must still be available for our examination. This eliminates tools like GrOWL and OntoTrix,
which are no longer accessible. We require the tool to be in a working state, as it would
be unfair to assess a tool that can no longer fulfill its functional purpose in the manner it
was intended. This condition eliminates tools like OntoViz and OntoSphere, which are still
accessible, but are no longer supported in their original Protégé suite environment. The
final condition specifies that the tool must load and represent ontology of any size, as our
scope is of a generalized design for visualizing ontology datasets of all sizes. This condition
removes a tool like SOVA, which, while accessible and working, cannot load large ontology
datasets. Using these criteria, we filter from the full set of ontology dataset visualization
tools constructed by Dudáš et al., to produce the following list of ontology visualization
tools: Protégé Entity Browser, Protégé OntoGraf, Ontodia (now maintained under the name
Metaphactory), OntoStudio, WebVOWL, and TopBraid Explorer [44–49]. Additionally, we
add consideration towards OntoViewer, a demonstrative tool from a recent publication by
Silva et al. [50]. Furthermore, we consider WebProtégé Entity Graph, built within the latest
edition of the Protégé software suite [51]. This review is a targeted review of existing tools
and their underlying designs towards supporting complex learning and their promotion of
the stages of cognitive map formation. Within this review, we categorize the tools based on
their included subview types. Table 3 provides a description of each subview type.
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Table 3. The types of subviews within an ontology dataset visualization interface.

Type Description
Typical

Implementation
Strategy

Cognitive Activities Use in Review Tools

List

A subview that depicts
components of the

ontology datasets like
entities and relations

within a list.

A text-based visual
representation strategy

with interactions for
selection and
management.

Sensemaking,
Navigation,
Exploration,

Search,
Wayfinding

Protégé Entity Browser,
Protégé OntoGraf,

Ontodia OntoStudio,
TopBraid Explorer,
WebProtégé Entity
Graph, OntoViewer

Overview
A subview that depicts
the full contents of an

ontology dataset.

A pictorial-based visual
representation strategy

with interactions for
selection and filtering.

Sensemaking,
Navigation,
Exploration,

Search,
Wayfinding

WebVOWL, Ontodia,
OntoViewer

Context

A subview that depicts
a subset of the ontology

dataset contents
determined through

interaction.

A pictorial-based visual
representation strategy

with interactions for
selection and
comparison.

Sensemaking,
Exploration,
Wayfinding

Protégé OntoGraf,
OntoStudio, TopBraid
Explorer, WebProtégé

Entity Graph,
OntoViewer

Details

A subview that depicts
the information of a
specific object within
the ontology dataset.

A text-based visual
representation strategy

with minimal
opportunities for

interaction.

Sensemaking

WebVOWL, Ontodia
OntoStudio, TopBraid
Explorer, WebProtégé

Entity Graph,
OntoViewer

3.3.1. List+Details Designs

Protégé Entity Browser is an interactive visualization tool which uses a legacy version
of Protégé software suite. It represents ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Details’
design, as depicted in Figure 1 [47]. The system has two subviews, a list and a details
subview. The visual space of the list subview maintains a tree-like list of either entities
or relations with standard expand-collapse interactions. When an interaction is made on
an entity label, the details subview to the right of the list is shown. When this occurs,
the information associated with the selected ontology entity is represented in the details
subview, accompanied by buttons which allow for various creation, edit, and removal
interactions. If any of the text-based labels refers to an alternative entity within the ontology,
selecting it will change the details view to show the information of that entity.

An advantage of the design of Protégé Entity Browser is that it supplies encounters
which do not depict any novel visual representations or interactions. Little to no training is
needed, as we can apply intuition from mental models of standard text-based interfaces.
A disadvantage of Protégé Entity Browser is that its list subview does not scale well
to ontologies with high numbers of complex objects, as only a limited number can be
represented before going ‘off the screen’. To address this, collapsing interactions are
provided; however, this reduces the opportunity for encounters with large sections of
the ontological space that may be relevant to activities performed during learning like
navigation, exploration and search. Furthermore, the design represents only one of the
entities or relations at a time. This reduces our ability to perform sensemaking on entities,
forming landmark knowledge, and relations, which form route knowledge. Additionally,
this design consideration harms our ability to build strong associations between entities
using their shared relations which form the structure and layout for activities which require
survey knowledge.
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3.3.2. List+Context Designs

Protégé OntoGraf is an interactive visualization tool that also uses a legacy version of
the Protégé software suite to visualize ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Context’
design, as depicted in Figure 2 [45]. The system supplies two subviews, a list and a
context subview. The list subview of Protégé OntoGraf uses the same representation and
interaction design as the earlier Protégé Entity Browser. While Protégé Entity Browser
provided a text-based details subview, Protégé OntoGraf instead provides a subview which
supports visualizations with interactions that depict representations of ontology entities
and relations. As a representation of an ontology entity is interacted with in the list subview,
it appears in the context subview, encoded with interactions which adjust it in various
ways. A double-clicking interaction will request the tool to center the selected entity and its
relations. A right-clicking interaction allows for the use of some entity-specific actions, like
generating its full network of ontology relations. Additionally, a hold-and-drag interaction
allows for entities to move within the representation space, and a zoom interaction can
make visual representations larger in their display. Protégé OntoGraf also includes a
text-based search, though it does not supply any autocomplete or suggestive capabilities.

https://protege.stanford.edu
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The advantages and disadvantages of the list subview is shared with the earlier
Protégé Entity Browser. However, unlike the Protégé Entity Browser, Protégé OntoGraf
does not allow for the list to represent ontology relations. As such, it can only provide
encounters with interactions directed towards ontology entities, reducing opportunities
for sensemaking activities, and, in turn, the development of non-landmark knowledge
within the list subview. A strong advantage for Protégé OntoGraf is its ability to support
initial landmark and route knowledge development within its context subview. When
an ontology entity is provided in the context subview, we can directly interact with it as
an object in space. This allows us to encounter inheritance relationships backwards, as
well as open multiple entities at the same time, allowing for navigation, exploration, and
even more challenging activities like wayfinding. However, a disadvantage of Protégé
OntoGraf’s design is that it is very hard to establish a detailed understanding of any one
specific entity, as there is no way to encounter information of ontology entities beyond
their text label, as was available in the Protégé Entity Browser. Additionally, the size of a
box generated to represent an ontology entity is based on the length of its text-based label.
At best, this supplies little to no value during sensemaking activities, but, at worst, may
mislead us while we try to understand which ontology entities are important locations
within the space, promoting poor landmark knowledge. Furthermore, it is not possible
within the context subview to navigate to ontology entities which inherit from a target
entity. Finally, the context subview does not scale well to large ontologies. If the generation
of any sizable number of ontology entities and relations is requested, the display must
be zoomed out to such an extreme point that all individual clarity is lost, reducing the
effectiveness in activities like search.

3.3.3. Overview+Details Designs

WebVOWL is an interactive visualization tool that visualizes ontology datasets using
a combination ‘Overview+Details’ design, as depicted in Figure 3 [45]. The system supplies
two subviews, an overview and a details subview. The details subview of WebVOWL
uses a similar representation and interaction design as the earlier Protégé Entity Browser,
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where information is supplied for ontology entities and relations selected within alternate
subviews. Unlike previously discussed tools, WebVOWL maintains an overview subview
instead of a list subview. That is, when WebVOWL loads, it applies a similar representation
and interaction design for its ontology entities and relations to that of OntoGraf’s context
subview, except that the ontology is visualized in full. This adjustment removes the need
for users to specifically target ontology entities or relations from a list subview before
they are represented in alternate subviews, immediately allowing users to encounter
ontology structure. As an entity or relation is interacted with in the overview subview, its
information is presented within the details subview. A hold-and-drag interaction allows
for entities to move within the representation space, and a zoom interaction can make
visual representations larger in their display.
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The advantages and disadvantages of the details subview of the design is shared
with the earlier Protégé Entity Browser. A strong advantage for WebVOWL is its ability
to fully support the performance of many cognitive activities like search, navigation, and
exploration within its overview subview, thereby supporting the development of all stages
of cognitive map formation. When an ontology dataset loads, we can directly interact with
it as an object in space. However, a disadvantage of the design of WebVOWL is that it is
very hard to target cognitive activities on specific entities and relations, as the tool forces
an overview representation with a very low quality of interactivity towards divergent
thinking. Finally, the overview subview does not scale well to large ontologies, because if
the generation of any sizable number of ontology entities and relations is requested, the
display must be zoomed out to such an extreme point that all individual clarity is lost.

3.3.4. List+Overview+Details Design

Ontodia is an interactive visualization tool which represents ontology datasets using a
combination ‘List+Overview+Details’ design, as depicted in Figure 4 [44]. Like previously
discussed systems, Ontodia maintains a list subview using the same expand-collapse
representation and interaction encodings. Ontodia improves on this by including a text-
based search with auto-complete and suggestive features. Ontodia provides a context
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subview populate based on interactions with the list subview. Ontodia follows the model of
Protégé OntoGraf yet differentiates by annotating added high-level information. That is, it
supplies a summarized label of inherited ontology entities, an assigned color, and imagery
of the entity, if included, and support for all ontology relation types, each relation including
a text-based label. Ontodia does supply new interactions for ontology entities, like access
to a details subview, a removal interaction for ontology entities, and filters the list subview
based on a specific ontology entity. More so, Ontodia represents a high-level overview of
the contents of the context subview, which simplifies the active ontology entities based on
position in space, their current size, and assigned color. Attached to this is a basic panning
interaction. Finally, Ontodia supplies a details subview, which, upon request, will show
in text the information content of the selected entity or relation, just as was provided in
Protégé Entity Explorer.
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The advantages of the list subview is shared with the earlier systems. Yet, Ontodia
goes above and beyond with the inclusion of a panel which keeps track of active ontology
entities and relations. This addition allows users to reference in text the current state of
the view and quickly associate listed entities and relations, supporting sensemaking and
orientation activities. The tool aligns with the formation of route knowledge through
its explicit labeling of ontology relations within the context subview. Finally, Ontodia
includes access to an ontology details subview that was not provided in the prior Protégé
OntoGraf. This allows users to have encounters with information during the performance
of the more complex activities associated with the later stages of cognitive map formation
which receive help from the use of more familiar visual representations. On the side of
disadvantages, Ontodia struggles to provide visual representations of large ontologies,
as just like Protégé OntoGraf, the only solution for providing a wide view of the overall
ontology is to zoom out the context subview at the expense of clarity. Ontodia attempts
to provide some solution to this issue with the high-level overview of the contents of the
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context subview. However, this inclusion does not represent any new information which
would support the expansion of survey knowledge, nor include interactions that provide
support for any added activities within the space that can support our learning tasks.

3.3.5. List+Context+Details Designs

OntoStudio, TopBraid Explorer, and WebProtégé Entity Graph are three interactive visu-
alization tools which represent ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Context+Details’
design [46,48,51]. While each of these tools include distinctive qualities, in general, they all
have a similar high-level design, as seen with WebProtégé Entity Graph in Figure 5. Like
previously discussed systems, each of the three tools support a list subview using the same
expand-collapse representation and interaction encodings. WebProtégé improve on this
by including a text-based search with auto-complete and suggestive features. These three
tools provide a context subview populate based on interactions with the list subview. Each
system has slight variations in their representation strategy, but largely follow the model
of Protégé OntoGraf. All three build upon Protégé OntoGraf by providing support for
all ontology relation types, and with each relation, including a text-based label. However,
like Protégé OntoGraf, WebProtégé Entity Graph, OntoStudio and TopBraid Explorer do
not supply interactions which support any expansion of inheritance, centering, or sorting.
Finally, all three systems supply a details subview, which, upon request, will show in text
the information content of the selected entity or relation, just as was provided in Protégé
Entity Explorer.
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The advantages of the list subview within these systems is shared with the earlier
systems. All three tools better align with the formation of route knowledge through their
explicit labeling of ontology relations. Additionally, the tools include access to an ontology
details subview that were not provided in the prior Protégé OntoGraf. This allows users to
have encounters with information during the performance of the more complex activities
associated with the later stages of cognitive map formation which receive help from the
use of more familiar visual representations. On the side of disadvantages, all three systems
struggle to supply visual representations of large ontologies. Similar to Protégé OntoGraf,
the only solution for supplying a wide view of the overall ontology is to zoom out the
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context subview at the expense of clarity. This harms the performance of cognitive activities
within spaces like search, wayfinding, and exploration.

3.3.6. List+Overview+Context+Details Design

OntoViewer is an interactive visualization tool that visualizes ontology datasets
using a combination ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design, as partially depicted in
Figure 6 [50]. As with earlier systems, OntoViewer maintains a list subview using similar
expand-collapse representation and interaction. Like Ontodia, this list includes a text-
based search which supplies filter interactions over the full ontology. However, unlike
Ontodia, the list subview does not support both a list of the full ontology and a list of
all active ontology entities at the same time. Instead, only a single list is supplied which
filters down from the full set to a filtered set. OntoViewer improves on its list subview by
encoding more information about the ontology relations associated with each ontology
entity. OntoViewer includes a dedicated overview subview which represents the full
network of ontology entities and relations, and changes based on the current selections
within alternate subviews. The overview represents a node-link radial tree which maps
the network of the ontology entities and relations out from the root ontology entity. Yet,
this overview is limited to two ‘steps’ of ontology relations out from the root ontology,
nor does it maintain any interaction on it. OntoViewer maintains a context subview which
supplies novel visual representations and interactions for ontology entities, relations, and
structure. OntoViewer supplies a stacked visual space which allows users to select one of
three dedicated context subviews to highlight the qualities of ontology entities, relations,
structure, and instances. For relations, OntoViewer attempts to improve on the node-link
graph representation, as seen in the earlier systems, into what they referred to as 2.5-
dimensional space. That is, it represents its network of ontology entities and relations in a
radial distribution, just as was done in the overview, except at a perspective which mimics
a three-dimensional plane within the two-dimensional display. Concerns with encoding
overlap are addressed with interactions which shift the perceived perspective of the
representation in various directions and orientations. For ontology entities, OntoViewer
provides a dedicated context subview with an icicle tree diagram representing a selected
ontology entity, the ontology entities it inherited from, and the ontology entities which
inherited from it. Finally, for structure, OntoViewer supplies a dedicated context subview
which presents a bar chart describing the spatial calculations for a set of ontology entities
like distance between entities, number of relations, and their distance from the root
ontology entities.
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OntoViewer provides numerous advantages for supporting the stages of cognitive
map formation. The advantages and disadvantages of the list subview largely aligns with
the advantages of previous systems. However, by improving by including encodings within
its list that signal when ontology relations are assigned to an entity ontology, encounters
with entities can provide opportunities for initial comparison and sensemaking and can
guide navigation activities which develop route knowledge. OntoViewer adds an overview
which shows a high-level abstraction of the ontological space. This abstraction can aid us
during encounters to orient our activities within the space, act as a wayfinding resource
towards further encounters, and suggest structural patterns which can help develop survey
knowledge. However, the representation strategy used within the overview subview
does not represent the full ontology mapped within the dataset, but instead limits its
representation of the network ontology entities and relations at a certain distance away from
the root ontology entity. By providing a representation which does not depict a complete
mapping of ontology structure, nor provide encodings which clearly afford the existence
of obscured ontological features, the potential for bad encounters with ontological space
rises. These encounters can lead to misunderstandings towards the information which
describes the space and may lead us to misalign our development of spatial knowledge. In
its context subviews, OntoViewer advances past other systems in its support of cognitive
map formation by appointing three dedicated subviews for ontology entity, relation, and
structure. By splitting concerns, each subview can supply encounters that best demonstrate
the unique qualities of each form of spatial knowledge. A disadvantage with the specific
implementation of the context subviews of OntoViewer is that they share a stacked visual
space, where subviews are occluded when not selected. This breaks with the value of
distributed presentation, as it is reducing our ability to receive feedback when performing
activities which should afford a coupling between multiple types of spatial knowledge.

4. Materials

In this section, we describe the materials of our generalized design of PRONTOVISE
and its implementation. We begin with an outline of the technologies used within the
PRONTOVISE implementation. Next, we present a high-level look at the workflow of
PRONTOVISE and supply a general overview of its design details.

4.1. PRONTOVISE Technologies

We developed PRONTOVISE as a generalized web-based tool which allows for the
uploading of correctly formatted OWL RDF ontology data resources, either individually,
or within a .zip compression file. The tool processes the uploaded files and indexes its
contents for use. We have created the front end of PRONTOVISE using the latest HTML5,
CSS, and JavaScript technologies, allowing for cross-browser (Firefox, Chrome, Opera) and
cross-platform support. Its back-end technology is also developed with JavaScript. We use
the Lunr.js JavaScript service as our ontology entity indexer and search engine [52]. We
used the D3.js JavaScript visualization library to create the visualization and interaction
experiences found throughout PRONTOVISE [53].

4.2. PRONTOVISE Workflow and Design

PRONTOVISE maintains several systems within its workflow. We will now briefly
describe each of their designs in the context of their workflow, as depicted in Figure 7, and
highlight their satisfaction of the criteria for designing interactive visualization tools which
support complex learning and the stages of cognitive map formation.

The workflow of PRONTOVISE begins first by one loading the PRONTOVISE web
application using their computer and browser of choice. PRONTOVISE presents a starting
page which asks to upload a valid OWL RDF ontology file. When an upload interaction is
performed, the ‘back-end’ ontology processing system uses several technologies to read,
validate, and initiate the processing of the data encoded in the uploaded file. Using third-
part resources like the Lunr.js library, the data of the ontology file is analyzed, indexed, and
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stored within browser memory. This temporary storage allows our visualization software
to access ontology content and structure, as well as provide an index for text-based search
functionality. As we do not consider our work in the ‘back-end’ of PRONTOVISE a novel
pursuit, no further description will be directed towards this system.
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Once the ontology processing subsystem has completed its work, the ‘front-end’
system which performs the visualization of the ontology dataset starts. The system accesses
the stored ontology data, analyzes it, and directs that data to each of the subviews which
are shown across the available visual space.

PRONTOVISE is an interactive visualization tool that represents ontology datasets using
a combination ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design. This combination aligns with the
OntoViewer interactive visualization tool, described in the Methods sections within our review
of existing tools. Within the review, two concerns were presented towards the implementation
of the ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design within OntoViewer. To recall, the examination
of the overview subview within OntoViewer was that it did not depict a complete mapping
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of ontology structure, nor supply encodings which clearly afford the existence of obscured
ontological features. Thereby, it afforded in such a way that could result in bad encounters with
ontological space. Additionally, our examination of its context subview highlighted a concern
with its choice to restrict each context subview within a shared visual space, where subviews
are occluded when not selected. We stated that this breaks with the value of distributed
presentation because it reduces opportunity for feedback when performing activities which
should afford a coupling between multiple types of spatial knowledge. PRONTOVISE
differentiates from OntoViewer by facilitating improvements on the visual representation
and representation designs for each of ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’. Concentration is
directed towards improving the quality of affordances within the overview and addressing
the concerns which arise due to stacked visual spaces using a distributed series of context
subviews. We summarize, in Table 4, the high-level criteria within PRONTOVISE, which can
be used for designing interactive visualization tools which support complex learning and the
stages of cognitive map formation.

Table 4. A summary of the high-level criteria within PRONTOVISE, which can be used for designing interactive visualization
tools which support complex learning and the stages of cognitive map formation. The satisfaction of these criteria at the
implementation level are discussed in detail later within the workflow.

Criteria PRONTOVISE Related Systems/Views

Provide generalized support for
ontology datasets

PRONTOVISE provides a generalized environment
which supports the loading of ontology datasets of
any size and from any domain when they fulfill the

requirements of OWL RDF, the leading ontology
dataset format. Additionally, its visual

representation and interaction designs are built to
scale for any number of encoded complex objects.

Ontology processing system; all
front-end subviews

Tune cognitive load to specific
needs

Cognitive load is actively considered within the
design of PRONTOVISE. PRONTOVISE is designed

to be a complex learning environment, so design
features which produce extraneous load unrelated to

learning tasks are minimized. PRONTOVISE
provides a level intrinsic load which targets a

promotion of the stages of cognitive map formation.
PRONTOVISE accounts for germane load by

specifically being designed to provide a learning
environment for those who are unfamiliar with an

ontology dataset. This is achieved through
visualizations which address the specific spatial

knowledge of the various complex objects within
ontology datasets.

All front-end subviews

Afford the spatial knowledge
within ontological space

PRONTOVISE includes numerous subviews which
provide encounters that afford perspectives of

authentic internal encodings of the entities, relations,
and structures of the ontology dataset.

Various front-end subviews

Facilitate the performance of the
cognitive activities necessary to

learn a space

PRONTOVISE facilitates the performance of
sensemaking, navigation, exploration, wayfinding,
and search cognitive activities within ontological

space over numerous subviews to support our
thinking processes and the stages of cognitive map

formation.

Various front-end subviews

Support self-regulated learning

The design of PRONTOVISE includes a modular set
of subviews which support nonlinear interaction
loops, which together provide the freedom to set,

plan, enact, and evaluate any set of learning tasks for
ontological space, all while following the

requirements for cognitive map formation.

Ontology processing system; all
front-end subviews
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There are seven subviews within PRONTOVISE: Search and Pinning Panel, Ontology
Sections Panel, Section Levels Panel, Level Landmark Entities Panel, Entity Network Panel,
Path Explorer Panel, and Entity Details Panel. They are presented together in Figure 8.
The full set of subviews remain context aware of their neighboring subviews and manage
their internal logic to align with the user as they move between each. We summarize each
subview in relation to our task analysis in Table 5, followed by discussion for each subview.
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Figure 8. An overall view of the PRONTOVISE ontology visualization system, which has seven subviews: Search and
Pinning Panel subview (a); Ontology Sections Panel subview (b); Section Levels Panel subview (c); Level Landmark Entities
Panel subview (d); Entity Network Panel subview (e); Path Explorer Panel subview (f); and Entity Details Panel subview (g).

Table 5. A summary of the subviews of PRONTOVISE, describing their subview type, supported cognitive activities, and
their relationship to the stages of cognitive map formation.

Subview Type of Subview Cognitive Activities Spatial Knowledge

Search and Pinning Panel List Sensemaking, Navigation,
Search, Wayfinding Landmark

Ontology Sections Panel Overview Sensemaking, Navigation,
Exploration, Search, Wayfinding Landmark, Survey

Section Levels Panel Context Sensemaking, Exploration, Search,
Wayfinding Landmark, Route, Survey

Level Landmark Entities Panel Context Sensemaking, Navigation,
Exploration, Wayfinding Landmark, Route

Entity Network Panel Context Sensemaking, Navigation,
Exploration, Wayfinding Landmark, Route

Path Explorer Panel Overview Sensemaking, Navigation,
Exploration, Wayfinding Route, Survey

Entity Details Panel Details Sensemaking Landmark

4.2.1. Search and Pinning Panel

Search and Pinning Panel, found to the furthest left of PRONTOVISE, maintains a
visual space which stacks two ‘list’ subviews called Search and Pinned. These two subviews
will now be discussed in more detail.

Ontology Entity Search

We have designed Ontology Entity Search to support text-based search of ontology
entities within PRONTOVISE. This interaction is critical to cognitive map formation as
it allows us to direct our encounters for self-regulated learning by using our existing
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understanding of the ontology dataset. We are presented with a search input field where
we can type to perform search activities. During search activities, we are also provided
with a type-ahead system that suggests possible ontology entities related to our current
input and an interaction to Pin the suggestion. After a search is performed, the ontology
entities contained within the result list are placed into the Ontology Sections Panel subview.
This helps us perform sensemaking activities within the space, orient the position of
the entity within the ontology, and to begin activities like wayfinding, navigation, and
exploration. When selected, the Pin button found within each result item adds the chosen
entity into PRONTOVISE’s pinning system. We reflect this by changing the Pin button
into an Unpin button, as well as by assigning a unique color to that entity wherever it is
found in PRONTOVISE to support wayfinding activities using that ontology entity. These
considerations are depicted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. A depiction of Ontology Entity Search, showing a search activity which has resulted in three ‘Pin’ interactions.

Ontology Entity Pinning

We have designed the Ontology Entity Pinning to support the management of ontology
entities within PRONTOVISE. This feature is critical to cognitive map formation as it allows
us a dedicated interface to manage the selection interactions we have made to initiate or
continue our various cognitive activities during self-regulated learning. We initialize
Ontology Entity Pinning with an empty pinned list which fills as users add entities into
the pinning system through Ontology Entity Search. These color assignments are used
as cross-subview encodings which support the performance of cognitive activities across
PRONTOVISE, as seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. A depiction of Ontology Entity Pinning, where pinned entities are represented in the same fashion as they were
found in Ontology Entity Search, with a name label, an Unpin button, and a unique color. We have included a button
located at the topmost position of Ontology Entity Pinning labeled ‘Remove All Pinned Entities’. When clicked, this button
removes all pinned landmarks from the system. When an ontology entity is removed, its annotated representations will be
removed from all subviews.
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4.2.2. Ontology Sections Panel

The Ontology Sections Panel, which is found at the top center position of PRONTO-
VISE, presents us with an ‘overview’ subview which fully affords ontology structure and
promotes highly connected ontology entities as potential landmarks. We have designed the
Ontology Sections Panel to represent a series of ontology sections, headed by its high-level
ontology entity, determined from the set of entities associated with direct routes from the
root entity of the ontology. We supply information regarding the depth and comparative
size of each ontology section to help our sensemaking activities towards the distribution of
entities within the ontology, as well as preview the ontology relations between groupings
of entities. During encounters with the ontology sections and their structure, the concept
of distance from the root ‘super classes’ becomes an important assessment metric. For each
ontology section, we are supplied a series of vertically distributed blue bars that are sized
proportionately to the number of ontology entities found at that distance from the root
superclass. By default, we distort the width of each ontology section by the percentage
of entities within it compared to the total number of entities of the ontology. As some
ontology sections have a significantly smaller percentage of entities, they can sometimes
be adversely affected by this distortion technique. To address this, we have included
an interaction which allows us to adjust the scaling from its default state into a fish-eye
distortion concentrated on our selected section, as seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. A depiction of the distortion technique within the Ontology Sections Panel. This technique can be adjusted
through interaction. This is achieved by holding the Shift key while directing the mouse over a section. Releasing the
Shift key will end the interaction event and lock in the sizing adjustments. If adjustments have been made, yet the user
would like to return to the original distortion scaling, we have provided a Reset button at the top left corner of the Ontology
Sections Panel.

Additionally, we have supplied a magic lens tool that appears when we click the
checkbox labeled ‘lens’ in the subview [54]. With this overlaid magic lens, we can scan the
magic lens over specific ontology sections to reveal more information of the ontology struc-
ture. There are two types of information available, as seen in Figure 12. First, by selecting
the levels radio button, users will be presented with exact level depth, including the total
number of entities within each level. The second available magic lens choice is landmarks,
which annotates the important ontology entities from the sections, as determined by the
entities with the most relations assigned to them within the ontology.
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When we select a section header, a specific level bar, or an ontology entity annotated
within a section, a red border is placed around it to support wayfinding activities. Then, all
relevant subviews within the tool adjust to match the selected position within the ontology.
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Figure 12. A depiction of the magic lens within the Ontology Sections Panel. We have designed an
interaction to occur when users drag the bottom portion of the magic lens horizontally across the
ontology sections, which will both refresh the ontology section’s distortion technique and expose
information for that section.

4.2.3. Section Levels Panel

The Section Levels Panel, which is found directly to the right of the Search and Pinning
Panel, and below the Ontology Sections Panel, provides a ‘context’ subview depicting
the levels of a selected ontology section produced by ontology relations, and the entities
contained within them. We have designed this to provide us with the ability to inspect
ontology entities and their shared relations within the scope of a section level to promote
activities which use and develop landmark and route knowledge.

The Section Levels Panel depicts a list of levels ordered by their depth from the root
entity, where an ontology level is the set of entities which share the same distance from
the root ontology entity of a section. Each level has a line plot representing a summary
distribution of the ontology entities within that level, as well as a red circle plotting the
entity which is calculated to be the most linked ontology entity in that level. This metric of
importance is calculated as the entity which maintains the highest total number of entities
which are descendants through inheritance relations. These levels can be seen in Figure 13.

When we select a level, it expands to show a connected entities chart, allowing us to
inspect ontology entities and their shared ontology relations. We are also provided with
a count of the number of entities contained within the level. These ontology entities are
positioned vertically based on the number of entities that inherit from it and distributed
horizontally with others within the level which share the same immediate inheritance.
Plotted in the graph as circles, these supply a series of useful interactions, as depicted and
described in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. A level within the Ontology Section Levels Panel. The level has three main interactions.
First, when we move our cursor over a circle, a label is generated which displays the name of the
entity and annotates the location of the ontology entity within the Level Landmark Entities Panel.
Second, if we click on a circle, we perform an interaction which selects that entity as the initial
position within the Entity Network Panel, the Path Explorer Panel, and the Entity Details Panel.
Additionally, when a level has many ontology entities, the available visual space may become very
crowded. To address this, we designed an interaction which allows us to distort the space by holding
Shift and activating our mouse scroll wheel, which expands and contracts the horizontal scale of the
plot graphs. We then can drag the plot graphs left or right using a single mouse click and drag action,
allowing us the ability to closely inspect the full set of ontology entities and relations within the level.

An expanded level presents a plot graph above the entity chart with rectangles repre-
senting the ontology entities that share relations to the ontology entities within the current
level, also seen in Figure 14. A line axis representing specific level’s depth intersects
the approximate middle of vertical range of the rectangular plot graph. Furthermore, to
represent the effect of similar inheritance within the level, the width of each rectangle is
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scaled to reflect the number of entities which inherited from it, larger widths representing
more inheritances. These representations and interactions provide many encounters with
information describing the ontological space and can help the performance of the cognitive
activities which promote spatial knowledge for cognitive map formation. For instance,
we can use this to determine the impact an entity has on the current level by moving our
cursor over a rectangle, which will annotate a blue border around the ontology entities
which share an ontology relation, as well as text labels.

Finally, we have developed a magic lens tool within the subview [54]. When we click
the checkbox labeled ‘lens’ in the subview header, we can expose more information by
scanning the magic lens over a specific range of the level, as depicted in Figure 15. This
magic lens also keeps its scope when using zooming and panning interactions.
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Figure 15. The magic lens within the Ontology Section Levels Panel. We have designed the magic
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4.2.4. Level Landmark Entities Panel

The Level Landmark Entities Panel, which is directly to the right of the Section Levels
Panel and below the Ontology Sections Panel, provides a ‘context’ subview which allows us
to inspect the connectivity between the ontology entities at a specific level of the ontology.
The Level Landmark Entities Panel maintains representations and interactions which are
particularly useful for ontology levels of significant connectivity, as it can be challenging to
navigate through levels which possess large numbers of ontology entities and relations. By
supplying an ordered perspective into the connectivity of a level, we can more effectively
direct our cognitive activities as we move through our learning task.

The Level Landmark Entities Panel will generate a triangular matrix collecting the
13 most important entities within the level, where the metric of importance is calculated as
the total number of entities which are descendants through inheritance relations. When
we pin ontology entities, they will be included within the matrix. The Level Landmark
Entities Panel also includes a representation maintaining a node-link graph and two text
areas which helps us build associations between ontology entities. When we interact with
a matrix position, the node-link graph and text areas update to visually represent the
inheritance tree between the ontology entities of that matrix position up to their nearest
common parent. These representations are depicted and described in Figure 16.

When we select a specific ontology entity or set of entities within the Level Landmark
Entities Panel, this will tell the tool to use them as the initial position or positions in the
Entity Network Panel, the Path Explorer Panel, and the Entity Details Panel.

4.2.5. Entity Network Panel

The Entity Network Panel is found directly to the right of the Ontology Sections Panel
and above the Path Explorer Panel. This panel provides a ‘context’ subview that allows us
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to interact with a representation of a network of ontology entities and their relations as we
perform our cognitive activities within the space.

The Entity Network Panel maintains three regions: the selected ontologies at the center
position, their parents above, and their children below. When the Entity Network Panel is
initialized from the Section Levels Panel, a single selected ontology entity is represented as
a circle. When the Entity Network Panel is initialized from the Level Landmark Entities
Panel, the two ontology entities from that selection are depicted. In either case, all ontology
entities are represented by a circle with text label. In these regions, links are depicted
between ontology entities reflecting inheritance relations. When two ontology entities are
represented, it also represents their lowest common parent. These regions can be seen in
Figure 17.
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entities and relations, which have been analyzed and presented in a usable manner with the Level Landmark Entities
Panel. Within the matrix representation, each ontology entity is represented as a circle accompanied by a text label. Each
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when defining the ontologies up to their nearest common parentage. For example, when a matrix position reflects the
intersection between two ontology entities which inherit from the same immediate parent, their distance will be calculated
and displayed as 2.

The Entity Network Panel supplies a movement interaction which, when an ontology
entity is selected, that ontology entity becomes the new position. This interaction will also
adjust positions of the Path Explorer Panel and Entity Details Panel.

4.2.6. Path Explorer Panel

The Path Explorer Panel, which is directly below the Entity Network Panel, provides a
‘context’ subview that allows us to examine the full set of inheritance relations from the root
of the ontology section and down to the selected position. These sets of representations and
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interactions fully expose the low-level structure of the ontological space, and can promote
the final, more granular, stages of cognitive map formation.

The Path Explorer Panel represents the set of ontology levels traversed when navigating
the inheritance path of the current entity, and in each, the full set of sibling ontology entities.
Ontology entities which share a relation to the current position are represented in the bottom
as rectangles, where their width and color represents the number of ontology entities that
are their children. This color fill ranges from white to red, where red is the highest number
of inheritances within the level. When an ontology entity is never inherited, it is a leaf of the
ontology structure. For these, their height is slightly increased to promote visibility and are
given a purple fill. Ontology entities which are within inheritance lineage of the selected
ontology entity have a slightly increased height to improve the visibility of the inheritance
path. Links are provided between ontology entities to reflect their connectivity throughout
the inheritance path. These design considerations can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 17. The Entity Network Panel depicting a low-level graph-like abstraction of specific ontology
entities within the ontology network: parents (super classes), children (sub classes), and shared
inheritances. Ontology entities are represented by a blue filled circle and text label. In these regions,
relations are depicted with lines which link ontology entities to reflect relationship and localized
structure. When two ontology entities are selected, their shared network is depicted with an ad-
ditional representation maintaining the relations between each, their shared inherited parent, and
distance. Additional information is exposed by moving the mouse over.

The Path Explorer Panel has an interaction which, when an ontology entity is selected,
that ontology entity becomes the new position. This interaction also adjusts the positioning
of the Entity Network Panel and Entity Details Panel.

4.2.7. Entity Details Panel

The Entity Details Panel, which is to the far right of the system, presents a ‘details’
subview which depicts the information of an ontology entity in the form of a standard
listing. This listing is based on the specification of the ontology, although will typically
reflect information like Index, Name, Definition, Synonym, Superclass, Subclass, and
External Link.

Each of the Synonym, Superclass, Subclass, and Link listings within the Entity Details
Panel provide two interactions. The first interaction, provided by Synonym, Superclass,
and Subclass, allows us to select an ontology entity represented in text, which will show it
as the new position in the Entity Details Panel, Entity Network Panel, and the Path Explorer
Panel. The second interaction, if supported by the ontology specification, allows users to
leave PRONTOVISE and inspect the ontology creator’s official documentation on the web.
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where each level maintains a set of rectangles representing all sibling entities and a text label reflecting
its depth within the levels of the ontology.

5. Usage Scenario

In this section, we will describe a usage scenario which demonstrates how PRONTO-
VISE can support the stages of cognitive map formation of an ontology. For an expanded
demonstration of PRONTOVISE, we also provide a demonstration video “Visual Demon-
stration of PRONTOVISE” in the Supplementary Materials.

Domain expertise can be assessed as a spectrum of knowledge, ranging from a member
of the general public with no expertise, up to domain expert such as a geneticist, doctor,
or medical researcher. We will collapse this range into two general user types—the ‘non-
expert’ and the ‘expert’. A scenario will be presented to demonstrate their ability to begin,
or in the case of the ‘expert’, build upon, their cognitive map of an ontology.

For purposes of demonstration, the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) will act as
the ontology dataset of choice within this usage scenario and shared demonstration materi-
als. HPO has been selected because of its high complexity resulting from its exhaustive
and expert-defined domain coverage. HPO is a controlled and standardized vocabulary
reflecting the human disease and phenotypic abnormality domain, and includes associated
annotations in the domains of bioinformatics, biochemistry, and human genetics. HPO
is an active ontology, consisting of over 11,000 ontology entities, as well as over 110,000
disease annotations [55]. For instance, HPO maintains an ontology entity for Blindness,
which possesses a superclass of Visual Impairment, a subclass of Congenital Blindness, and
is annotated to be associated with a variety of diseases, such as a variant of colorblindness
defined as Achromatopsia 2 [56]. Each HPO ontology entity and relation is accompanied
by attributes such as names, definitions, ontology indexing, synonyms, class relationships,
logical definitions, and domain expert commentary, to name a few. For additional details
on the Human Phenotype Ontology, see [57,58].

PRONTOVISE allows users to upload valid RDF OWL file types, such as the ones
produced by Stanford University’s Protégé Editor and Cognitum’s Fluent Editor. For this
usage scenario, we will be using the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) as our selected
ontology dataset describing an unfamiliar ontology. We will begin these usage scenarios
with the tool in its initial state, as seen in Figure 19.

In our usage scenario, we take on the role of a user who has no prior experience
with HPO. This means that we have not developed any level of understanding towards
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the ontology. Our initial interactions will require the tool to support our cognitive map
formation through encounters with the ontological entities and relations to promote the
early stages of landmark, route, and survey knowledge.
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Ontology has been uploaded.

In the Ontology Sections Panel subview, we see an overview of the ontology structure.
From Figure 20, we see that each of the sections of HPO are headed by a root ontology
entity. To begin, we would like to examine the various top ontology entities, so that we can
become aware of the entities of HPO which could act as initial landmarks.
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ogy entity. To begin, we would like to examine the various top ontology entities, so that 
we can become aware of the entities of HPO which could act as initial landmarks. 

 
Figure 20. The initial stage of the Ontology Sections Panel subview.

During encounters within the Ontology Sections Panel, we can begin to develop initial
survey knowledge towards the structure of HPO. For example, we see that there are quite
a few sections in HPO. We also see that the sections represented by ontology entities like
“Abnormality of the Skeletal System” and “Abnormality of Limbs” consume significantly
larger portions of HPO. Notably, there are a few sections with very small visual spaces.
Additionally, we see the general shapes of each section, suggesting the potential ontology
entities and relations which form its structure. Some sections like “Skeletal System” have
very extended paths, going up to 14 levels away from the top entity acting as our landmark
for the section, while other sections expand out only five steps away. We further inspect
the smaller sections like the section headed by the “Abnormality of the Musculature”
by holding the Shift key while directing our mouse over a section, as seen in Figure 21.
Releasing the Shift key will end the interaction event and lock in the sizing adjustments.
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Figure 21. Adjusting the scaling of the Ontology Sections Panel subview to enlarge the “Abnormality
of the Musculature” section, which is normally represented as a much smaller portion of the visual
space.

We inspect the contents of each section. PRONTOVISE provides us with information
regarding the number of ontology entities and ontological distance of each level relative to
the entity acting as a landmark for that section. Additionally, when we select the checkbox
labeled ‘lens’ in the subview header, a magic lens is added to our mouse, allowing us
to rapidly scan each section. This reveals structural information of the ontology and
previews the potential information in that section which could support the building of
route knowledge. Figure 22 shows a magic lens activation on the “Abnormality of Limbs”
ontology section, depicting the depths and the number of individual ontology entities
within each level.
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We also select a second available magic lens choice labeled “landmarks”, which
changes the functionality of the scanning lens to preview the potential landmark knowledge
available in that section. Figure 23 depicts our interaction where the magic lens is placed
over the “Abnormality of Limbs” ontology section, encoding the most prominent ontology
entities which we can use as our landmarks for each level.
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As we select a section header, a specific level bar, or an annotated entity within a
section, the subview updates to represent the confirmation of this interaction, as well
as signal other subviews to change their positions to match. As seen in Figure 24, we
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further our exploration of HPO within the “Abnormality of the Skeletal System” section by
selecting for deeper inspection.
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Figure 24. The selection of the “Abnormality of the Skeletal System” section.

We now move to the Sections Levels Panel subview, directly below the Ontology
Sections Panel subview, which magnifies the levels of the selected ontology section and the
ontology entities contained within it. We begin our inspection of the various levels of this
ontology section, seeing the number of ontology entities in each level. This provides us the
potential to build route knowledge of the ontology entities we have encountered and used
as landmarks. Figure 25 shows the initial state of the Sections Level Panel subview. We
see that there are 14 levels within the section and that there are 9 ontology entities in the
second level of the section. We also see a more detailed representation of the contents of
each level, where levels like depth 11 (d11) carry a significant number of ontology entities,
while others carry less.
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We are interested in d13, so we select that level for inspection. In response, PRON-
TOVISE has expanded the subview to display the ontology entity and relations of the
13th level of the section. Here, the connected parentage and landmark chart supplies
many opportunities for insight. Using mouse over and click interactions, we interact with
the different ontology entities in the level. This allows us to form associations between
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ontology entities, preview an overview of the ontology relations between its ontology
entities, as well as signal other subviews to preview our target ontology entity. As seen in
Figure 26, then we select the “Duplication of Phalanx of 3rd Finger” found in the 9th level
of the section to see what ontology entities in this level have inherited from it. We also use
the magic lens that shows ontology relations between ontology entities to promote route
and survey knowledge, shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Using the magic lens to inspect a set of ontology entities and their inheritance relations.

We select the 3rd level of the ontology section for deeper inspection. We direct our
attention to the Level Landmark Entities Panel subview, found to the right of the Section
Levels Panel subview. The Level Landmark Entities Panel subview allows us to inspect
the ontology relations between the major ontology entities contained within the chosen
level. As depicted in Figure 28, we begin to encounter the ontological space in increasingly
lower levels of visual abstraction. We see individual ontology entities with numerical
values describing the ontological distance between each of the ontology entities of the level.
We select the meeting point between “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology”
and “Abnormal Bone Structure”, highlighting that those ontology entities have a two-step
separation. Additionally, we see that this choice has provided a description of the matching
ontology entities, as well as a line demonstrating the full network of ontology relations. We
see that their distance separation of 2 is because they each inherit from a shared parent, that
of “Abnormality of Skeletal Morphology”. We also investigate a different pair of ontology
entities, “Abnormal Joint Morphology” and “Epiphyseal Stippling” and see those ontology
entities sharing a more distant relationship, as depicted in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Route between of “Abnormal Joint Morphology” and “Abnormal Epiphyseal Stippling”.

So far, PRONTOVISE has presented us encounters with ontology entities, providing us
opportunities to build our landmark knowledge, make associations between our landmarks
helping the development of route knowledge, and combining for initial survey knowledge
of the structure of HPO. We now want to begin comparing specific ontology entities
and relations in the context of the full HPO system. Therefore, we direct our interest
towards the Entity Network Panel subview, positioned to the right of the previously
encountered subviews. The Entity Network Panel subview allows us to inspect the low-
level abstractions of specific ontology entities within the system, gathering insight towards
exact entity positioning for parent and child ontology entities and the shared ontology
relations which reflect ontology structure. We select “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton
Morphology” in a prior subview, generating that entity as the target of the Entity Network
Panel subview, as seen in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. The initial state of the Entity Network Panel subview when an ontology entity is chosen as
the initial position. In this case, “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” has been selected.

We see that the chosen “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” entity directly
inherits from a single ontology entity and is inherited from four other ontology entities on
various ontology section levels. We then select two entities for the entity network within
the prior Level Landmark Entities Panel subview, and the two ontology entities are used as
positions side-by-side, as depicted in Figure 31.
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Notably, our interactions with the Entity Network Panel subview have updated the
Path Explorer Panel subview. If the ontological distance between ontology entities is larger
than one step, the Entity Network Panel subview shows us a simplified encoding of that
extended routing. The Path Explorer Panel subview allows us to explore the complete
ontology structure and content along a full inheritance path originating from the ontology
section root all the way to the current position. We see that whenever we interact with the
current entity, this subview will depict the full ontology from that entity relative up to the
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top level. This can be seen in Figure 32, when we chose “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton
Morphology” as our ontology entity of interest. Just like in the earlier subview, we interact
with each part of the subview to inspect, compare, and navigate through each to generate
new encounters which promote cognitive map formation.
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PRONTOVISE provides us with three support subviews that can extend our ability
to generate encounters. The first two of these exist within the Search and Pinning Panel
subview, Search and Pinning, respectively, and the third is the Entity Details Panel subview.

After using PRONTOVISE, we have developed some level of understanding towards
HPO. The search functionality found with the Search and Pinning Panel subview allows
us to use a text-based search bar to specifically target ontology entities with the assistance
of suggestions from a type-ahead. Based on our experiences so far, we are interested to
see if there are any other “skeleton”-related entities existing in HPO outside of the section
we have already encountered. We type in the search bar, as seen in Figure 33. We see that
many relate to “skeleton”, the Ontology Sections Panel, which has updated in response to
the search query, suggesting that there are indeed some outside of the “Skeletal System”
section that relate to “skeleton”.
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We record our interest in a new ontology entity, “Broad Forearm Bones”, by pinning
it within PRONTOVISE. Clicking the “Pin” button, the ontology entity is added to the
Pinning Panel, which we access by selecting the tab in the subview, as seen in Figure 34.
The ontology entity has received a permanent point of reference within the tool and has
been assigned a unique color which will be used whenever we encounter it within the tool.
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Figure 34. “Broad Forearm Bones” has been pinned, designating it as an important ontology entity,
which is to be highlighted with its assigned color whenever it appears in a PRONTOVISE subview.

After we select the “Broad Forearm Bones” ontology entity during our interaction
with PRONTOVISE, a third and final support subview, the Entity Details Panel subview,
becomes active. At this subview, we are presented with the full set of HPO information
for our ontology entity. In Figure 35, we see that the subview supplies us the following
ontology details for a specific entity: HPO Index Number, Name, Definition, Synonym,
Superclass, Subclass, and HPO Link.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we began with an introduction of the topics of cognitive maps, ontologies,
and interactive visualization tools. It was found that various research at varying levels
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of granularity across a wide range of theoretical and experimental disciplines has been
directed towards understanding the functionality of our cognitive processes and the effect
they have on the performance of our cognitive activities. The theoretical framework
of the cognitive map and its formation process was introduced, which leads current
understanding towards how our brains organized knowledge of complex spaces. Then,
an introduction to the use, creation, and limitations of ontologies was presented. This
section described that ontologies are an expert-defined standardized common vocabulary
describing the knowledge of a domain. The introductory content concluded with an
examination of the fields of information visualization and visual analytics, discussing how
designers can create visualization tools using visual representation and interaction design
to support our performance of cognitive activities.

Next, we examined existing work on cognitive load and the use of interactive visual-
izations to support learning tasks. Here, it was found that recent studies have established
that for supporting learning tasks, there is no one specific level of cognitive load that is
appropriate. Instead, cognitive load should be understood as a set of extraneous, intrinsic,
and germane loads which adjust for the specific conditions of the tool and task context. It
was found that interactive visualization tools are a valuable resource for complex learning,
as studies have found that if designed correctly, they can provide an effective environment
for engaging learners with the types of information encodings which best align with the
needs for learning tasks. The examination of existing work concluded with an exploration
of leading insight towards the design of visual representations and interactions to support
cognitive mapping of spatial knowledge, alongside a summary of the cognitive activities
performed within spaces. From these findings, we formalized a set of high-level design
criteria for designing interactive visualization tools which support learning tasks through
alignment with the cognitive map framework and its formation process. A review was
performed on existing tools which visualize ontology datasets. This review categorized
each tool based on generalized subview components and, for each, analyzed their strengths
and weaknesses towards supporting the conditions for cognitive map formation.

Following this, we presented PRONTOVISE (PRogressive ONTOlogy VISualization
Explorer), an interactive visualization tool which applied the criteria in its design to support
us in understanding unfamiliar ontologies. In this, we explained the technological features
of the PRONTOVISE, and described its workflow and design within the context of our
high-level design criteria. PRONTOVISE was described as an interactive visualization tool
that represents ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’
design. The presentation continued with a detailed description of the considerations made
when designing each of the subviews of PRONTOVISE to satisfy the established high-level
criteria. Through a usage scenario which describes an initial set of encounters with the
Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO), we demonstrated how the design of PRONTOVISE
uses novel ontology dataset visual representations and interactions to provide us valuable
encounters which support the requirements for cognitive map formation.

From our investigation of related work and existing tools, as well as through our
description and usage scenario of the PRONTOVISE design, several implications arise. We
find that there is value in design criteria which generalize a set of high-level requirements
yet refrain from specifying the exceedingly granular patterns and processes which are often
associated with low-level design frameworks. Through this higher level, we were able to
see that many fashions of interactive visualization tools were possible, each providing us
encounters with visual representations and interactions at various levels of novelty within
their design. We believe a strength within the design of PRONTOVISE fully encompasses
the strengths presented within the spread of existing designs, while having the opportunity
to appropriately assess and address the weaknesses present in preceding work. We also
believe that using the design criteria, PRONTOVISE provides the support for any ontology
dataset learning task, as it provides a stable, iterative, and scalable design which supports
use for any appropriately encoded domain, and for use by any level of expertise.
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Yet, from our work on the design and PRONTOVISE, we also find limitations. First, we
acknowledge the limited scope of evaluation within the paper. It is our intention to explore
expanded evaluations of the design within future work. Next, we found that a number
of subviews were needed to fulfill the requirements of the design criteria. As a result, we
find that PRONTOVISE requires a significant amount of display space, such that it would
not be able to facilitate the same level of quality towards the performance of learning
tasks within a reduced display space. This means that the current design of PRONTOVISE
is not practical for small screens like notepad laptops or mobile devices. A target for
future work may then be to investigate this problem space for small screens. Another
limitation with PRONTOVISE is that it takes full advantage visualization technologies to
produce its many novel visual representations and interactions within its subviews and
thus demands an attunement period before it can be used optimally. This aspect of design,
that of attunement, may also be a valuable topic of interest for future research. Finally,
PRONTOVISE currently supports the OWL RDF ontology dataset format, however, there
are many formats available. PRONTOVISE would be improved by expanding its support
to all formats which are used to digitally encode ontologies.

In conclusion, we hope that insight gathered from this paper inspires innovative
research and provides valuable guidance in the design of future work which visualizes
ontologies for learning tasks. We hope to continue exploring this problem space, including
but not limited to a deeper inspection of PRONTOVISE through an expanded usability
study and further investigation towards the design of interactive visualization tools that
support the performance of other challenging knowledge-based tasks.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2414-408
8/5/1/2/s1, Video S1: Visual Demonstration of PRONTOVISE.
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